
 

 

 

Preparing work for children unable to school 

 
Isolating whilst awaiting test results 

Teacher to ensure that there is some work on GC for them to access from home, at a minimum links to web sites/web pages that 
they can play some games on plus a few basic English and Maths tasks. 
 

Isolating following a confirmed case within household 
Teacher to prepare a paper pack of work to cover the full isolation period by the end of the first day of isolation and pass to the 
office to be dropped off. Add some more curriculum links to Google Classroom dependent on the family and their needs – speak 
to SLT for more guidance. Please ensure that the work that they are given reflects what they will be missing during school time, 
especially Maths as this can be hard to catch up on. 
 

Full bubble isolating 
Pre prepared paper packs will go home ASAP.Teacher to set additional work on Google Classroom (set all work as ‘assignments’ 
within the classroom page and then the children can upload any work that they do) and ‘Meet’ daily with their class for a chat or 
story (if more than one bubble is absent please speak to the other teachers and agree times when you are going to ‘Meet’ your 

class so that they don’t overlap.)  Use of video and live streams for wellbeing checks, lesson direction, storytelling, 
instructional videos and assemblies 
 
 

What should I do when I ‘Meet’ with my class? 
Take a register, ask about their welfare, throughout isolation demonstrate that you understand that it is hard to stay in but it’s for 
the greater good and encourage them to be doing the right thing and remind them of the rules of isolation. If possible, show your 
TA how to login (can use me drake.n@stcharlesrc abc123) to support with behaviour management. 
 
Make a note of any children not engaging and make contact through email and/or telephone, if still no joy, pass details onto SLT.  
 
Your full bubble isolation work does not need to cover your MTP curriculum if you do not think it appropriate, particularly if you 
are worried that you don’t have buy in from everyone.  Please ensure there are curriculum links to each of your lessons through 
your LTP. 
 

 
What should I do if I have to isolate because I am unwell, or a member of my household is? 

As part of your performance management this year, you are expected to create and leave a 2 week pack of work in your classroom 
for a supply teacher to use in your absence.  This does not need to follow your MTP but should be linked to your year group 
curriculum. 
Whilst you are off and are well, you should continue to communicate with the staff in your team and offer as much support as 
possible.  You should spend time developing your subject knowledge by researching and completing courses as part of your annual 
CPD – particularly online learning and Google Classroom. 
Also use this time to create a new set of resources to replace the  
ones used in your absence.  
 

How should I prepare for not being able to attend school? 
Always ensure that you have a laptop/device at home that you can connect to Google Classroom and produce the resources that 
you need.  If you teach phonics, ensure that you have a set of flash cards at home.  You may find it beneficial to take a whiteboard 
and pen home too.  If you need any resources sending home, please speak to someone at school who may be able to get these to 
you, but don’t rely on this. 
 

If you are unwell, please contact SLT immediately for further support. 
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